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Abstract:
Availability and Security of the services are very important factors for the cross-platform network, in order to succeed the desired outcome, we are exploring First Hop Redundancy Protocol (FHRP) such us, Gateway Load Balancing Protocol (GLBP) Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) and Virtual router redundancy protocol (VRRP). These protocols are providing redundancy and Reliability into the data link layer of Open System Interconnection (OSI) model by allowing multiple hosts to make a group among of them for load distribution and they are appearing in the form of a single virtual link, one or more than one router will be acting as an active hop for load balancing and forwarding the clients request to outside of the network, few more routers will be kept in a standby mode for a situation where if one of the active Hops fails down then Redundancy protocol will maintain connectivity by forwarding the clients requests to another Hop in the equivalent Group. For monitoring and measuring the performance of redundancy protocols, we deploy internet protocol Service Level Agreements (IPSLA) which is Feature of internetwork operating system (IOS) that allows us to analyse the active traffic of IP service.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet Protocol (IP) network host does not have any routing intelligence data, in fact the information concerning to routing is located in the routers which are default gateway of a network with a public Internet protocol (IP) that handles forwarding of packets from a Source to a destination and vice versa. However in single default gateway network all the load will be on a single router which forwards the total request of the clients to other networks, if the single default gateway fails hosts within the same subnet won’t be able to establish communication with other networks.

Therefore we need redundant links and load sharing among the routers in internet protocol (IP) networks.

A method for addressing the sole default gateway problem is to deploy First Hop Redundancy Protocols such us Hot Stand Routing Protocol (HSRP), Gateway load balancing Protocol (GLBP), virtual Redundancy Routing Protocol (VRRP) Which are suitable option for creating redundancy and load balancing in IP network, FHRP Protocols are able of selecting automatically another route on a Local Area Network (LAN) for routing if the default router fails. These protocols can be deployed in already designed network Without bringing any physical changes in devices we essential need to perform some modification logically in the Network Layer by making a group among of the routers and assigning a virtual internet protocol (VIP) address which will be acting as default gateway for the clients. For tracking and monitoring the default gateway of our network we will deploy IP Service Level Agreements (IPSLA) which is uses the active Traffic for measuring the network performance and increasing the productivity of our network.

A. Redundancy

Redundancy refers to the carriage of the similar information over multiple redundant links. Redundant links provides more ways to get the data from its source to a destination. By creating redundant link we can avoid interruption in the work and eliminate network downtime caused by link failure, which is to be expected as a cable failure or internet service provider (ISP) or any security attacks which potentially disruptive the network operation. In Internet protocol (IP) networks there are multiple solutions for increasing the network available and reliability by creating redundant links among the Switches and the routers, we can deploy First Hop Redundancy Protocol
FHRP protocol and in switching environment we can deploy Spanning Tree protocol (STP) which is used for managing the redundant links and avoiding the loops among the switches.

B. FHRP Protocols Review

First Hop Redundancy Protocol (FHRP) is used in a situation where there are two or more than two gateways are connected to a network if one goes down another will provide redundancy and service to the network. [1] First hop redundancy protocol is a networking protocol used to protect default gateways by allowing two or more routers to provide load balancing and redundancy for that address in the event of active router failure. [2] From the client's point of view default gateway is the first point for them to communicate with other networks if the default gateway goes down due to some reason which can be a cyber-attack or can be Internet service provider (ISP) failure, at that time all the client won’t be able to establish connections with outside of their segment. for addressing single link communications there are some FHRP protocols which provide the functionality of load balancing and security into data link layer while we can maintaining its functionality and manageability by using internet service level agreements (IPSLA).[3]

C. HSRP

Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) is a Cisco proprietary redundancy protocol for establishing a fault-tolerant default gateway. HSRP provides fast fault-tolerant in default gateway which takes less than 10 seconds for changing the default path to another available path in the same group. [4]

E. GLBP

Gateway load balancing protocol (GLBP) creates a good failover and performs dynamic load balancing in default gateways of a network to prevent congestion and ensures smooth operation. By deploying GLBP protocol we can fully utilize our Resources such as routers and bandwidth. GLBP provides Reliability in the gateway of our network by distributing the load among several active paths. the best feature which GLBP providing is Failsafe as it automatically routes the packets to the different node if a node fails and keeps the network alive and constant provides short response time to enables tasks to be completed quickly.[8] GLBP has some limitations which is cisco propriety protocol can’t be deployed by other vendors devices and also it uses Plain text authentication will sending hello messages to each other in same group.

II. CONCLUSION

After comparison of First hop redundancy protocol we come to that point that every protocol as some advantages and some limitations. Hop Stand routing protocol (HSRP) is a cisco proprietary protocol providing good redundancy protocol but cannot perform load balancing. Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) is an open source protocol for different vendor’s products if we have in our organizations this protocol
as same limitation as HSRP which does not support load shares or load balancing among active links. Gateway load balancing protocol (GLBP) is also Cisco proprietary protocol which can perform Load balancing and also provide redundancy into default gateway of a network use Plain text authentication which is a big limitation of this protocol a hacker easily can capture the network traffics and can attack into our network.

III. PROPOSED WORK

While gateway Load balancing Redundancy protocol (GLBP) communicating and authenticating with each other in the same group using hello message for exchanging information between each other the hello message packets can be captured and Decrypted. In future we need to focus on different algorithms and different methods for addressing the authentication between hops in same group of GLBP protocol. They are sending hello message in plain text which can be easily captured and read by hacker if hacker got access to our authentication code or password so he or she easily can configure his own router and make the router as member of our group and makes his router highest priority and capture data and information.
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